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Abstract:
Rising concerns over the pending retirement of the Baby Boom generation, declining fertility and increasing longevity have spurred discussions on the merits of raising the retirement age to 70 years old. This paper formally analyzes the transitional and long-run macroeconomic and welfare effects of such a reform in the context of a 65-period dynamic overlapping generations framework, where exponential-discounting (ED) and quasi-hyperbolic-discounting (QHD) agents are allowed to co-exist. Raising the retirement age, along with sufficiently reducing the social security tax rate, can yield rising trends of both consumption per worker and output per worker in the transition to the long run in a mixed economy, while the same reform can have the opposite effects in purely-ED and purely-QHD economies. Moreover, varying the fraction of QHD agents unveils pecuniary externalities that may manifest in distinct saving behaviors of ED and QHD agents, resulting in dissimilar welfare impacts. Indeed, a higher retirement age works like a commitment mechanism that allows sophisticated QHD agents to mitigate the adverse welfare implications of present-biasedness.
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